We argue that the hypothesis of preservation of shape of dimensionless second-and third-order correlations during decay of incompressible homogeneous magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence requires, in general, at least two independent similarity length scales. These are associated with the two Elsässer energies. The existence of similarity solutions for the decay of turbulence with varying cross-helicity implies that these length scales cannot remain in proportion, opening the possibility for a wide variety of decay behaviour, in contrast to the simpler classic hydrodynamics case. Although the evolution equations for the second-order correlations lack explicit dependence on either the mean magnetic field or the magnetic helicity, there is inherent implicit dependence on these (and other) quantities through the third-order correlations. The self-similar inertial range, a subclass of the general similarity case, inherits this complexity so that a single universal energy spectral law cannot be anticipated, even though the same pair of third-order laws holds for arbitrary crosshelicity and magnetic helicity. The straightforward notion of universality associated with Kolmogorov theory in hydrodynamics therefore requires careful generalization and reformulation in MHD.
Introduction
The von Kármán-Howarth equations for time evolution of the two-point, singletime correlation functions in homogeneous hydrodynamic turbulence (de Kármán & Howarth 1938) can be employed as a starting point for obtaining at least several essential parts of classical turbulence theory. Notable among these are the famed Kolmogorov (1941a) '2/3 law' for the second-order structure functions (equivalent to the '−5/3 law' for spectra, Obukhov 1941) , the Kolmogorov (1941c) '4/5 law' for the third-order structure functions, and von Kármán and Howarth's own similarity decay theory for the turbulence energy and similarity scale. Here we are concerned with the implications of the von Kármán-Howarth similarity hypothesis when applied † Email address for correspondence: whm@udel.edu von Kármán self-preservation for magnetohydrodynamic turbulence 297 to incompressible homogeneous three-dimensional (3D) magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence. Hereafter MHD will refer to the incompressible homogeneous 3D case, unless stated otherwise.
The extension of the von Kármán-Howarth approach to incompressible isotropic MHD was performed by Chandrasekhar (1951a,b) , using the velocity and magnetic field variables. Much later, Politano & Pouquet (1998a,b) derived the appropriate equations in terms of Elsässer variables, and also determined the associated third-order ('4/5') law for MHD. Energy decay laws based on simple (dimensional) analysis have been offered for MHD (Biskamp 1994; Hossain et al. 1995) and subjected to some numerical testing (Hossain et al. 1995; Politano, Pouquet & Sulem 1995) . Additional analysis along these lines has suggested dependence of energy decay on the lowwavenumber form of the spectrum (Galtier, Politano & Pouquet 1997 ) and associated conservation laws for linear or angular momentum and self-similarity of the large scales (Davidson 2009 (Davidson , 2010 . Other studies have extended the von Kármán-Howarth equations to helical MHD (Politano, Gomez & Pouquet 2003) and to Hall MHD (Galtier 2008) . There have also been numerous recent studies (MacBride, Forman & Smith 2005; Podesta, Forman & Smith 2007; Sorriso-Valvo et al. 2007; Podesta 2008; Carbone, Sorriso-Valvo & Marino 2009; Wan et al. 2009 ) that examine the third-order MHD cascade law with non-zero cross-helicity. However, as far as we are aware the methodology of von Kármán and Howarth has not been employed to examine the consistency of the similarity structure of MHD energy decay (although see Davidson (2009 Davidson ( , 2010 for related similarity work). In the present paper we carry out this analysis to examine the requirements of the self-preservation hypothesis as a route to obtaining a similarity solution for energy decay in MHD. We find here that such considerations introduce additional parameters in the similarity theories. This leads naturally to an enumeration of several quantities that may control the varieties of MHD turbulence and discussion of the possibly central role of the fourth-order correlations in determining the type of MHD turbulence that emerges in the dynamics.
For MHD systems with a mean magnetic field B 0 ≡ B 0ẑ , the turbulent fields become anisotropic (Robinson & Rusbridge 1971; Shebalin, Matthaeus & Montgomery 1983; Bondeson 1985; Carbone & Veltri 1990; Oughton, Priest & Matthaeus 1994) . The nature of the anisotropy is such that the formation of gradients parallel to B 0 is suppressed relative to those that form due to the cascade in the perpendicular directions. This anisotropy gives rise to special representations such as reduced MHD (Montgomery 1982; Zank & Matthaeus 1992; Goldreich & Sridhar 1995) , in which turbulent spectral transfer is mainly in the perpendicular direction. Energy decay can also be influenced by anisotropy, since the dynamics becomes progressively more two-dimensional as B 0 increases. We address here the implications of the von Kármán-Howarth approach to the decay of energy in MHD with cross-helicity, for both the isotropic and anisotropic (B 0 = 0) cases, and several other issues that influence the prospects for the universality of the dynamical description in terms of similarity variables.
The paper is structured as follows. In § 2 we review the derivation of the MHD von Kármán-Howarth equations. Sections 3 and 4 develop the conditions for similarity solutions when the flow has non-zero cross-helicity, the former for the isotropic case and the latter when there is a mean magnetic field. Section 5 briefly calls attention to the physical implications of the higher-order von Kármán-Howarth equations. Section 6 discusses the known varieties of MHD turbulence based on the global ideal invariants and other global parameters, contrasting with the 3D hydrodynamic case where it is often assumed that the only relevant global quantity is the energy (per 298 M. Wan, S. Oughton, S. Servidio and W. H. Matthaeus unit mass) . In § 7 the prospects for a 'universal' description of MHD turbulence are discussed. We summarize the results in § 8. In the Appendix, the evolution equations for the structure functions are given.
von Kármán-Howarth equations for MHD
We begin with a brief review of the development of the von Kármán-Howarth equations for homogeneous incompressible 3D MHD (Smith 1981; Politano & Pouquet 1998a,b) , which describe the evolution of the second-order correlation functions for that system. Incompressible MHD involves a velocity field v i and a magnetic field (in Alfvén speed units) b i , for Cartesian components i = 1, 2, 3. Both fields are solenoidal, e.g. ∇ i v i = 0 (sum implied). We take the mass density ρ = constant. For completeness we admit a uniform applied DC magnetic field B 0 = B 0ẑ to include expected effects such as generation of anisotropy through suppression of the parallel cascade (Shebalin et al. 1983) . In terms of the Elsässer variables z ± = v ± b, the MHD equations are
where P is the total pressure and ν is the kinematic viscosity, here assumed equal to the resistivity. Let the unprimed variables z ± denote the fields at position x and the primed versions z ± denote the fields at the displaced position x = x + r, where r is the difference vector or spatial lag. Thus, at x ,
where ∂ k = ∂/∂x k . It is straightforward to use (2.1) and (2.2) to compute the time derivative of the second-order correlation
3) with the angular brackets denoting an ensemble average. One obtains the following von Kármán-Howarth equations for the evolution of the trace R ± ii
Here we have introduced the triple correlationŝ 6) and made use of spatial homogeneity to deduce that z
. These triple correlations are time dependent, although this is not indicated in the notation here. One can demonstrate that the pressure terms do not contribute to (2.5) (Politano & Pouquet 1998b) , as is also the case for hydrodynamics (de Kármán & Howarth 1938) .
It is noteworthy that B 0 does not appear in the second-order equation (2.5). This seems paradoxical since it is well documented that a DC magnetic field has an influence on the overall energy decay and also the spectral distribution of energy (e.g. Shebalin et al. 1983; Bondeson 1985; Grappin 1986; Carbone & Veltri 1990; Oughton et al. 1994 ). As we discuss below, the resolution is that the third-order correlationsQ ± k have an implicit dependence on B 0 , as is apparent from their own von Kármán self-preservation for magnetohydrodynamic turbulence 299 evolution equations (see § 5). Thus, through higher-order equations the lifetime of the triple correlations comes to depend upon B 0 , and this dependence influences the second-order correlations. As is well known, such dependence of the triple lifetimes on B 0 is a key factor in phenomenologies for the energy spectrum in MHD turbulence (e.g. Iroshnikov 1963; Kraichnan 1965; Montgomery 1982; Matthaeus & Zhou 1989; Goldreich & Sridhar 1995) .
For completeness, we recall that the above von Kármán-Howarth equations can be restated in terms of structure functions such as |δz
, where δz ± = z ± (x ) − z ± (x) are the field increments. See the Appendix and Politano & Pouquet (1998a,b) and Wan et al. (2009) .
Similarity decay in isotropic MHD with cross-helicity
In this section, we derive the self-similar decay equations for isotropic MHD with non-zero cross-helicity, H c = v · b . The equations for the zero cross-helicity situation can be recovered as a special case. Since we are considering isotropic systems, we set B 0 = 0. Here we define isotropic to mean that the statistical properties of the system are independent of rotations of the coordinate system, with no restriction on the system's mirror symmetry. Note that some older works (e.g. de Kármán & Howarth 1938; Robertson 1940; Kolmogorov 1941a; Chandrasekhar 1951a,b) include mirror symmetry as part of their definition of isotropy.
We start from the von Kármán-Howarth equation (2.5). For isotropic MHD this can be further simplified, since when the statistical properties are independent of rotations we have R ± ii (r, t) = R ± ii (r, t), with r = |r|. Similarly, isotropy also requires that
1) wherer = r/|r| and the Q ± (r) are even functions of r (Batchelor 1970) . Then (2.5) becomes
Following de Kármán & Howarth (1938) we now adopt the hypothesis of selfpreservation of the correlation function during the decay of turbulence. A natural set of similarity variables are the associated Elsässer energies (per unit mass) Z 2 ± = z ± (x) · z ± (x) and the similarity length scales L ± , usually associated with the energy-containing or outer scale for each Elsässer field.
Let us focus first on the correlation functions associated with the 'plus' Elsässer field. Provided that L + λ diss the (Kolmogorov) dissipation scale, and L + also is well separated from the system size, one may posit that L + is the only relevant length. In this case, the similarity form of the correlation is
where the dimensionless spatial lag is η ≡ r/L + (t). Note that η is an implicit function of time. Using (3.3), we have
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from which it follows that
Here the form q(η) is motivated by consideration of the structure of the nonlinear terms in the MHD equations:ż 2 + ∼ z − · ∇z 2 + . This suggests that any dependence of the triple correlation on L − is implicit. Other assumptions are possible, e.g. one might presume that the 'minus' length scale would also appear explicitly so that
With the aid of (3.4) and (3.6), we can reassemble (3.2) as
Under the assumptions of the similarity variables that we adopted, the explicit time dependence of the correlations occurs only through the similarity variables Z 2 + (t) and L + (t). The dimensionless correlation functions f (η) and q(η) depend only upon the dimensionless variable η and thus lack explicit time dependence. Consequently, the terms in (3.7) that are enclosed in curly braces {. . .} are explicitly time dependent, while the terms enclosed in square brackets [. . .] are time independent (or, more precisely, only depend on time implicitly, through η). If a similarity solution to the equations exists, the solutions would contain, for example, the potentially universal form of the dimensionless correlation functions such as f (η). We note now, again following von Kármán and Howarth, that such solutions will exist only in the case that the time-dependent coefficients in each term remain in constant proportion to one another. In that case the time dependence can be eliminated in favour of the constants of proportionality, and the sought after similarity solutions would then be obtained. For the above case, the required auxiliary conditions are
from which we obtain
where c 1 and c 2 are constants, with c 2 < 0 since the energy should decay. Note that (3.8) omits the term involving the viscosity ν, so that we are considering self-similarity for the inviscid MHD von Kármán-Howarth equation. If we insist that the viscous terms are also included in the similarity decay analysis, then an additional relationship is found, namely, dL
Along with the first relation in (3.9) this implies that L + Z − = c ν, with c a constant. If we take R + = L + Z − /ν as an estimate of the Reynolds number during decay of the Z + amplitude, the above relation would imply constant Reynolds number during the decay. This is a more robust type of similarity von Kármán self-preservation for magnetohydrodynamic turbulence 301 decay, originally suggested by von Kármán & Lin (1949) . Also, see Speziale & Bernard (1992) for a discussion of the so-called 'partial' similarity solutions versus the 'complete' similarity solutions in which the viscous term is retained.
The above procedure can be directly repeated for the decay of the minus Elsässer energy Z 2 − (t), introducing also its associated similarity scale L − (t). The dimensionless correlation functions (not shown) are assumed to depend on a similarity variable η − = r/L − . The conditions for a similarity solution become, in this case,
The constants c 1 -c 4 are at this point undetermined. However, there is one property they must posses on fundamental grounds. If the original MHD equations admit a solution in terms of the functions {v(t), B(t)}, then the functions {v(t), −B(t)} represent another solution. However, under this transformation, the plus and minus Elsässer fields are interchanged, and so also are
Based on this symmetry we must impose that c 1 = c 3 and c 2 = c 4 in the similarity decay equations.
The energy decay equations for isotropic MHD given in (3.9) and (3.10) are not unfamiliar. In fact, the same or comparable equations for MHD energy decay have been written previously (Dobrowolny, Mangeney & Veltri 1980; Hossain et al. 1995) on the basis of dimensional analysis or via modelling, sometimes motivated by similar approaches in hydrodynamics (e.g. Kolmogorov 1941b; Dryden 1943) . that have not been equivalent to the above equations. An interesting alternative approach to discussion of similarity in energy decay is to relate this issue to the behaviour of the very low wavenumber region of the spectrum (Galtier et al. 1997 (Galtier et al. , 1999 . Some of these prior examinations of similarity in energy decay have allowed for differences in behaviour of the two Elsässer length scales, but appear not to have required such differences.
However, as shown above, (3.9) and (3.10) are requirements for a similarity solution and for consistency with the von Kármán hypothesis of self-preservation of the dimensionless correlation functions defined by (3.3) and (3.5) and their 'minus' analogues. Moreover, we now demonstrate that these equations require the presence of two independent length scales whenever the normalized cross-helicity is time-varying.
Suppose that
. Then from (3.9) and (3.10), and using the symmetry of the constants, we obtain d(L
Consequently, employing a single similarity scale for decay of both Elsässer energies is consistent with self-preservation when the cross-helicity
This result may be broadened somewhat. Suppose one stipulates that, instead of being equal, the two Elsässer lengths remain in proportion to one another, so that L − /L + = α is constant. Then from (3.9) and (3.10) we find immediately that Z − /Z + = 1/α so that the normalized cross-helicity σ c = (
We note in passing that if the more general form of similarity alluded to above following equation (3.9) is enforced, involving also the dissipative terms, then the assumption that L − /L + = α, along with the extended set of similarity equations, leads to the conclusion that α = 1. This is the case already discussed above. It follows that in the more general case of non-constant σ c , self-similar decay will require (at least) two similarity scales. We are concerned here with investigating the existence of similarity solutions. However, it is important to acknowledge that even when they exist their physical relevance may be limited (e.g. Barenblatt 1996) . For example, in hydrodynamic flows similarity solutions can be asymptotic to the long time behaviour, but may never actually manifest in some decaying flows at finite Reynolds number (e.g. Tennekes & Lumley 1972) . Simulations indicate that it typically takes one or two nonlinear times before similarity decay sets in, suggesting that turbulence correlations need to become properly established to support such similarity solutions. Moreover, higherorder moments will likely require still longer periods of time before they can be described by similarity solutions.
We close this section by recalling two further points regarding the isotropic case. First, there is the issue of local anisotropy (e.g. Cho & Vishniac 2000; Milano et al. 2001) , where it is argued that despite the global isotropy, various subregions have a well-defined (large-scale) local mean field which induces anisotropy in the small scales of the subregion. If the local anisotropy is present, it is in a randomly oriented coordinate system and is properly considered to be a higher-order quantity (that is, a property of higher-order moments). Consideration of this effect would take us beyond the scope of the current topics.
The second point is that there is a close structural relationship of the above similarity decay laws with the well-known third-order law that applies specifically to the inertial range in steady state and at high mechanical and magnetic Reynolds numbers. Politano & Pouquet (1998a,b ) extended Kolmogorov's third-order law for hydrodynamics (Kolmogorov 1941c; Frisch 1995) to MHD. Relationships of this type are written in terms of the spatial increments of the fluctuations δz ± = z ± (x + r) − z ± (x) (see also the Appendix). Without regard for rotational symmetry, the MHD equations under the above assumptions lead to
where ± are the dissipation functions for the Elsässer fields. For the isotropic case that is relevant to the present section, the MHD third-order law further reduces to
where δz
are the longitudinal increments. To summarize, a similarity solution for decay of the Elsässer energies need not exist. However, the above development shows that for the isotropic case, existence of a similarity solution (with these assumed forms for the dimensionless functions) with non-constant σ c requires two similarity length scales, and not only one as typically employed in the hydrodynamic case.
Self-similar decay with a mean magnetic field
The focus of the present section is the prospect of a similarity description of energy decay in MHD turbulence with a mean magnetic field B 0 (again allowing H c = 0). In the introduction we briefly summarized some of the evidence that B 0 induces a strong spectral anisotropy. It is quite reasonable to suppose that this would influence the energy decay rate. Simulations support this view (e.g. Oughton et al. 1994; Hossain et al. 1995) and suggest that non-zero B 0 reduces energy decay relative to the isotropic case, but that the effect saturates at strong B 0 (Hossain et al. 1995) . On the other hand, it is not difficult to show that a uniform B 0 does not enter into the (second-order) von Kármán-Howarth equations for MHD, as is evident from the derivation of (2.5). Furthermore, the differential form of the third-order law assumes the same form, (3.11), whether a mean magnetic field is present or not, as was shown by Politano & Pouquet (1998a) ; see also Podesta et al. (2007) .
It is worthwhile then to explore how the presence of anisotropy has an impact on realizing a similarity decay of the energy in MHD with a B 0 . We proceed by deriving the conditions for self-similar decay in anisotropic MHD with a mean magnetic field, starting from the von Kármán-Howarth equation (2.5). We again emphasize that (2.5) holds for any value of B 0 , including zero.
Adopting the apparently inconsequential additional assumption of axisymmetry, we can write
where r ≡ r ·ẑ and r ⊥ ≡ |r − r ẑ|. These are standard cylindrical coordinates for the separation vector, with the azimuthal angle ignorable due to axisymmetry. Similarly, in these coordinates, and with axisymmetry, and invoking the theory of axisymmetric tensors (Batchelor 1970; Matthaeus & Smith 1981 ) the vector mixed triple correlation defined in (2.6) can be written aŝ
where the time dependence is not written. It immediately follows that (2.5) becomes
, are evident. In order to maintain the idea of self-preservation of the functional form of the two-point correlation during turbulent decay, we should be able to normalize this correlation to an energy and express the resulting dimensionless correlation as a function of a minimal number of scaled dimensionless coordinates. Perhaps the simplest assumption is that there are only two relevant similarity length scales for Z + , say, L + ⊥ and L + associated with the directions perpendicular and parallel to B 0 . Under these conditions similarity decay of energy, if it occurs, would involve, 6) where η ≡ r /L + (t) and η ⊥ ≡ r ⊥ /L + ⊥ (t). Now we use (4.6) to write the left-hand side of (4.3) as
Employing also the similarity forms
we can reassemble (4.3) as
where now α = L + /L + ⊥ . As in (3.5), here we also assume that the dimensionless 'plus' triple correlations, a and c, depend explicitly only on the 'plus' length scales. Again, other assumptions are possible. Also note that in (4.10) we attempted to write curly braces {· · ·} around all terms that vary in time, and square brackets [· · ·] around terms that depend only on the dimensionless similarity variables η ⊥ and η , in analogy to the procedure in § 3 and in de Kármán & Howarth (1938) . However, one readily sees that this is not possible in general because the quantity α(t), the ratio of two similarity length scales, in general varies with time t. As such it seems that a similarity solution of this form exists only when α is a constant. This is the special case in which the length scales L + ⊥ (t) and L + (t), themselves time-varying, remain in constant proportion to one another throughout the period of self-similar turbulent decay. Thus, only one of these length scales should be considered as independent.
Supposing that the conditions exist for α to remain constant, we will have
where d 1 and d 2 are constants. The analogous equations for the minus fields are easily obtained and, of course, are very similar to (4.12) and indeed (3.9)-(3.10). One then concludes that, just as in the isotropic case with σ c non-constant, similarity decay of the two Elsässer energies in anisotropic MHD with a mean magnetic field (and arbitrary H c ) involves two independent lengths. For the anisotropic case these may be taken to be L The above condition of constant α seems very restrictive. One might suspect that the adopted representation in terms of similarity variables is too simple. It is possible to assume, instead of (4.6), a similarity representation that appears to be more general, such as ). However, as we now demonstrate, this more general form changes only the time derivative of the second-order correlation, so that instead of the von Kármán self-preservation for magnetohydrodynamic turbulence 305 first three terms on the left-hand side of (4.10), upon using (4.13), we obtain
The first three terms are the same as above; only the fourth term, involving ∂f /∂ζ is new. But this term multiplies dZ 2 + /dt and therefore can be collected with the first term proportional to f . Consequently the conditions for maintaining a similarity solution are the same as those leading to (4.12), and the constant α condition relating L ± and L ± ⊥ remains in place.
It is of course possible that other assumed forms for the dimensionless correlations might avoid this constant α restriction. The physical relevance of these postulated forms would also need to be verified. For the present, it is difficult to see how an anisotropic similarity decay solution in the presence of a mean magnetic field can be realized without enforcing α = constant.
Summarizing, a similarity solution for decay of the Elsässer energies when B 0 = 0 need not exist. Such similarity solutions as we have been able to find require two independent similarity length scales, L ± ⊥ , with the parallel scales multiples of these. That is, we have found no solutions with a single similarity scale, nor any with independent perpendicular and parallel scales.
Finally in this section, we note that various spectral models of high crosshelicity (imbalanced) turbulence have been presented (Grappin, Pouquet & Léorat 1983; Lithwick, Goldreich & Sridhar 2007; Chandran 2008; Beresnyak & Lazarian 2008 , 2010 Perez & Boldyrev 2009 ). It may be that the similarity results obtained herein are useful in further modelling of high-H c turbulence, particularly as regards the number of independent length scales.
Role of the higher-order von Kármán-Howarth equations
One of the goals of the present paper is to point out that several parameters need to be taken into account to differentiate various kinds of MHD turbulence. However the third-order law, whether in its integrated isotropic form (3.12) or the more general differential anisotropic form (3.11), does not contain these factors explicitly. There is clearly a strong implicit dependence, which influences spectral (second-order) statistics through the intermediary of the third-order mixed structure functions that appear in (3.11) and (3.12). This influence must enter explicitly at the higher orders. In particular, we can derive the evolution equations for third-order correlation functionŝ Q
Pz
It is evident that B 0 appears explicitly here, in contrast to (3.11). Therefore, the entire influence of the mean magnetic field on the energy distribution, and upon spectral transfer, must proceed through its influence on the solutions of (5.1). This influence consists of the explicit effects of the terms involving B 0 as well as the implicit influence of B 0 on the fourth-order terms appearing in (5.1), as is apparent in the 306 M. Wan, S. Oughton, S. Servidio and W. H . Matthaeus evolution equations for these higher-order correlations (not written here). In light of this, we now turn to a discussion of a few elementary ways in which correlations, including fourth-order correlations, can influence the varieties of MHD turbulence that emerge from the dynamics.
Evidence of several varieties of MHD turbulence based on global properties of initial conditions
Another feature of MHD that sets it apart from incompressible 3D hydrodynamic turbulence is the presence of more than one (relevant) ideal quadratic global invariant. Note that here we exclude another well-known invariant in 3D hydrodynamics, the kinetic helicity, as its role in energy decay is unclear (Kraichnan 1973 ). In homogeneous (or periodic) 3D MHD with no mean magnetic field, three quantities are conserved in the absence of viscosity and resistivity and forcing, namely the energy E, the cross-helicity H c , and the magnetic helicity (Matthaeus 1999) . In terms of the integrated magnetic helicity spectrum H m (k),
where E b is the total magnetic energy. It is already well known (Stribling & Matthaeus 1991 ) from simulation studies and from associated relaxation theories in 3D MHD (see also Ting, Matthaeus & Montgomery (1986) . Therefore, the energy ratio r A = E v /E b appears as a distinguishing dimensionless parameter. Indeed the above-mentioned studies (Ting et al. 1986; Stribling & Matthaeus 1991) have demonstrated that varying σ m , σ c and r A in the initial data can lead to extremely different long-time behaviour. In some cases the selective decay process is favoured (Montgomery, Turner & Vahala 1979; Matthaeus & Montgomery 1980) , and in some other cases dynamic alignment (Dobrowolny et al. 1980 ) is favoured. In still other cases MHD flow asymptotically reverts to a hydrodynamic flow dominated by kinetic energy. Given that the longterm properties of these MHD turbulence solutions differ so greatly, it is natural to suppose, based on the hypothesis of small-scale quasi-equilibrium (Batchelor 1970) , that the cascades differ greatly in these different parameter regimes. Consequently one is obliged to adopt (at least) the set of parameters σ c , σ m and r A as additional parameters that contribute to the labelling of different types of MHD turbulence.
A further important point concerning the diverse possibilities for turbulent relaxation in MHD can be made by examining the properties of the minimum energy states von Kármán self-preservation for magnetohydrodynamic turbulence 307 that are predicted for the final states of turbulent decay. These states include Alfvénic correlations (v ∝ b), Beltrami correlations (v ∝ ∇ × v) and force-free correlations (b ∝ ∇ × b). The appearance of these states was first discussed for very long time global evolution (Ting et al. 1986; Stribling & Matthaeus 1991) . However, more recent studies have shown that these correlations also occur in random spatial patches at earlier times (Servidio, Matthaeus & Dmitruk 2008) . It was argued that the existence of spatial patches with random signed correlations requires non-Gaussian statistics. As an example, in an MHD flow with zero cross-helicity v · b = 0, the presence of random signed patches with v ∝ ±b requires that quantities such as (v · b) 2 must depart from their values for uncorrelated Gaussian vector fields v and b. The emergence of these non-Gaussian v, b correlations seems to be very common in MHD turbulence . Similarly spatial patches of force-free or Beltrami states are also found in MHD turbulence, and these imply different non-Gaussian correlations. Taken together, the rapid and widespread appearance of these correlations imply a dynamical tendency towards suppression of nonlinearity (see also Grappin et al. 1982 Grappin et al. , 1983 Matthaeus & Montgomery 1984; Pouquet, Meneguzzi & Frisch 1986; Kraichnan & Panda 1988; Boldyrev 2006) . That is, these correlations reduce the effectiveness of the principal nonlinearities of the incompressible MHD equations, namely the terms v × b, j × b and v × ω.
Bearing in mind the idea that certain fourth-order correlations may suppress specific nonlinearities in the dynamical equations, it is not difficult to envision that a selective suppression of particular nonlinearities might modify the nature of the turbulence cascade. In this spirit we re-examine the recent simulation results of Lee et al. (2010) . This study found that initial conditions with the same energy spectrum and essentially identical values of the global ideal invariants E, H c and H m can lead to very different inertial range spectra and global decay rates. We offer an explanation for this here, suggesting that there is a variation of the fourth-order correlations in their initial data that drives the systems to different regions of the phase space, resulting in different types of cascade and decay. That is, the fourth-order correlations induce different kinds of MHD turbulence, rather than one universal kind.
To see this we must delve into the initial data of Lee et al. (2010) in a little more detail. Three different initial conditions were used in their three decaying runs. The initial velocity field was chosen to be the same, but the initial magnetic fields used were different, and were labelled as b 
, respectively. One would expect then that for the 'alternative' case, the rate of nonlinear evolution of the magnetic field would be reduced due to suppression of the inductive electric field. In contrast, for the 'insulating' case, the magnetic evolution would proceed at full strength. The 'conducting' case has an intermediate status. The Lee et al. (2010) results show that the unsuppressed induction equation, with its v × b I nonlinearity, gives rise to much more amplification of the magnetic field and much steeper spectra than the other two cases. Of course the greater magnetic energy implies weaker velocity fields, which means that the strength of the advective nonlinearity in the momentum equation is then reduced. The 'alternative' case, with the most suppressed 308 M. Wan, S. Oughton, S. Servidio and W. H. Matthaeus inductive electric field, gives rise to near equipartition of kinetic and magnetic energies and a spectrum closest to the Kolmogorov −5/3 spectral index prediction. It is thus reasonable to predict that varying the initial conditions, which at first glance are very similar but actually differ substantially in terms of at least one fourth-order statistic (6.3), leads to substantial changes in the subsequent cascade properties. Note that there is also the question as to whether currently attainable Reynolds numbers in numerical simulations are sufficient to generate genuine inertial ranges, or so-called minimum state flows. See Beresnyak (2011) and Zhou & Oughton (2011) for further discussion.
Based on this analysis of the Lee et al. (2010) study, and the association of suppression of nonlinearity with fourth-order correlations, we are motivated to introduce the following hypothesis: we suggest that the fourth-order correlations that are linked with suppression of specific nonlinearities, namely |v
, are also of significance in controlling the type of cascade. Forcing functions might be likewise classified depending on how they drive the correlations. We propose that the nature of MHD solutions obtained from a set of initial conditions or forcing functions can be strongly influenced by selection of the strength of these correlations. Accordingly, it is convenient to consider the normalized correlations,
which provide a measure of the strength of each of these correlations. The effectiveness of the control of the solutions exerted by Σ vb , Σ jb and Σ vω remains to be established by further computations. However, one may readily see the pathway for their influence by inspecting the right-hand side of (5.1), which contains several fourth-order moments. Variation in the strength of Σ vb , Σ jb and Σ vω will place constraints, through Schwartz inequalities, on these terms that drive the evolution of the third-order moments. The third-order moments, in turn, drive the evolution of the spectrum through (2.4). This is the chain of control of spectral transfer due to these 'suppressing' correlations, and also due to the mean magnetic field B 0 , various helicities, and any other dynamically important quantities that appear in the higher-order moment equations, but which are absent in the second-order von Kármán-Howarth equation and absent in the universal form of the third-order law (3.11).
Likelihood of non-universality in decaying and steady driven MHD turbulence
In isotropic hydrodynamic turbulence, there are two von Kármán-Howarth similarity variables: the turbulence energy u 2 and a similarity scale L. The dimensionless correlation functions then depend only on a dimensionless length scale η = r/L. This approach is valid for scales r λ diss = (ν 3 / ) 1/4 , and can accommodate η ∼ 1. However, for very high Reynolds numbers the dissipation scale becomes very small, and it is also possible that 1 η λ diss . There then arises the possibility of an inertial range of scales in which the properties are self-similar. In this sense the only parameter that appears is the Reynolds number, and when it takes on an asymptotically von Kármán self-preservation for magnetohydrodynamic turbulence 309 large value, a 'universal' theory can emerge that may apply over a wide range of (inertial) range values of η. The question at hand is whether such a regime of universal behaviour is likely to occur in MHD turbulence. In fact, it is apparent that if such a development is valid for MHD, there are likely to be at least several and possibly many such regimes. We develop this argument as follows.
First let us consider isotropic MHD turbulence. It is sensible to suppose that one should investigate asymptotic regimes of large Reynolds number Re and magnetic Reynolds number Rm, in analogy to the standard hydrodynamic case. However, the ratio of these, the magnetic Prandtl number Pr = Re/Rm can take on any value, and so it remains a free parameter in the search for universality. Based on the discussion in the previous sections, the ratio of the two similarity lengths L + /L − is another dimensionless number, of arbitrary magnitude, that can enter the description. Another well-known feature of MHD is that the relative amount of kinetic energy E The same argument can be made for the three fourth-order dimensionless parameters Σ vb , Σ jb and Σ vω . Allowing for the possibility that distinct combinations of these parameters may lead to distinct cascade properties, we are led to the conclusion that for isotropic incompressible 3D MHD turbulence there are at least ∼3 8 ≈ 6500 conceptually distinct types of possible turbulent behaviour. Of course, it is possible that many types may have very similar actual behaviour, sometimes referred to as 'universality within classes' (e.g. Schekochihin, Cowley & Yousef 2008) .
We may also carry out this counting exercise for the case of MHD turbulence that is anisotropic due to the presence of a uniform DC magnetic field. The reasoning is similar to the case above, with several adjustments. There are now three dimensionless ratios of lengths
(If the dynamics is described by a similarity law, then according to the reasoning presented above the last of these two may not be dynamically independent. However, the ratios of parallel to perpendicular length scales, even if constant, may still modify the cascade. Therefore, we count the three length scale ratios in all cases.) For this case we have an additional parameter, δB/B 0 , the ratio of the r.m.s. magnetic fluctuations (the turbulence amplitude) δB to the DC magnetic field strength B 0 . The cross-helicity and σ c remain of relevance, but since magnetic helicity is not conserved in this case, σ m is no longer included in the accounting. Finally, once again we have the three dimensionless parameters associated with fourth-order correlations (6.4)-(6.6). This could give at least 10 parameters that control the cascade, leading to ∼3 10 ≈ 59 000 potentially distinct varieties of anisotropic MHD turbulent cascades, although again universality within a considerably 310 M. Wan, S. Oughton, S. Servidio and W. H. Matthaeus smaller number of classes is possible, perhaps even likely. It would be very interesting to perform simulation studies to investigate how many of these potentially different turbulent cascades occur.
The extent to which MHD turbulence is universal is a topic currently enjoying debate (e.g. Schekochihin et al. 2008; Grappin & Müller 2010; Lee et al. 2010; Beresnyak 2011; Boldyrev et al. 2011; Mininni 2011; Pouquet et al. 2011) . Unfortunately, many of the simulations studies do not report values for the fourthorder correlations, making it difficult to discuss their results in connection with our hypothesis about the importance of such correlations. As noted in § 6, the Lee et al. (2010) simulations are consistent with our hypothesis. In a future paper, we will report on a simulation study where fourth-order correlations are varied. For a recent review of the related topic of locality of interactions in MHD see Mininni (2011) .
Conclusions
We have established, using analysis of the type introduced by de Kármán & Howarth (1938) , that a similarity decay of isotropic 3D MHD can be described by a single length scale when the normalized cross-helicity (σ c ) is constant. However, when σ c is time-varying, we have only been able to find similarity decay with two independent length scales. When a uniform DC magnetic field (B 0 ) is also present, we can expect that there will be four relevant energy-containing scales, a parallel and perpendicular one for each of Z ± . In fact, the analysis for the prospects of a similarity decay in this case indicates that the two parallel length scales can be initially chosen independently, but similarity requires that they do not evolve independently of the perpendicular length scales, at least for the forms of similarity considered herein. Therefore, the parallel length scales remain as independent initial parameters, but they will not be independent similarity variables. For both the B 0 = 0 (with non-constant σ c ) case and the B 0 = 0 case, self-similar decay with only one independent similarity length scale does not appear to be possible. In both cases, however, including two similarity length scales does allow for self-similar decay.
In addition we have pointed out that with a uniform DC magnetic field, the functional form of the second-order von Kármán-Howarth equation is unchanged. This means that the influence of the DC field on the dynamics of the spectrum is only through the implicit dependence of the third-order moments on the DC field. The DC field enters explicitly in the equation for the time evolution of the third-order moments, and thus affects the lifetime of the triple correlations, as has long been argued on physical grounds.
Turning to the fourth-order moments, we draw a connection between their structure and the phenomenon of rapid suppression of nonlinearity. This is caused by spontaneous development of spatial patches of correlations that reduce the strength of nonlinear terms in the MHD equations. Appearance of these patches requires that the statistical distributions be non-Gaussian. Furthermore, we suggest that initial values of certain fourth-order correlations (as well as driving forces that induce these correlations), can selectively control the strength of different nonlinearities. It is plausible that this fourth-order statistical effect is responsible for differences in cascade behaviour observed, for example, in the recent study of Lee et al. (2010) .
Finally we discussed how the multiplicity of length scales, ideal invariants, different modes of fourth-order suppression, and other parameters can conceivably give rise to thousands of varieties of MHD turbulence. Under these circumstances it seems unlikely that efforts would succeed in finding a single 'universal' law for MHD turbulence cascade, although the possibility of universality within a relatively small von Kármán self-preservation for magnetohydrodynamic turbulence 311 number of classes remains open. It is interesting to speculate that there may also be many varieties of Navier-Stokes turbulence, due, for example, to the influence of rotation, kinetic helicity, Σ vω and other higher-order correlations.
Appendix. Evolution equations for structure functions Subtracting (2.1) from (2.2) gives the following equation for the Elsässer increments, δz
where we use the property that the primed and unprimed coordinates are independent, so that ∂ k z Clearly, this depends explicitly (and implicitly) on B 0 .
